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Questions

is the

dillerence between compressible fluid and incompressible

fluid in fluid

ics?

the Archimedes

Principle of buoyancy force.

ofweight mg= 45 N has pafi ofits volume submerged in a bcaker ofwate.. l.he
is partially supported by a string of llxed length that is tied to a
support above the

block

.

When 80%

ofthe block's volume is submerged, the tension in the string is 5.0 N.

Whalis lhe magnilude
Wat€r

ofrhc buolanr forcc rcling on thc block:

is steadily remov€d from the bcaker, causing the block to decome less

subnerged. The string breaks

when its tension exceeds 35 N. What percent ofthe

block's volume is submcrged at the moment the string breaks?
o)

Afier the string breaks, the

block comes to a new equilibrium position jn the beaker.

Al equilibrium, what percent

of the block,s volume is submergecl?

State aod describe the possible contributions to the intemal energy

ofa

system

of atoms or molecul€s.
Define the terfi specilic heat capacity of a substance? I"Ience, describe the
belween latent heat of fusioh and latent heat of vaporization when a substanc€
a phase change.

A student converts 50.0 g af ice at -20.0

oC

into steam at 135.0 'C. Assurne

that

no loss ofheat is taken plac€ in any ofthe themal processes.
Given that the:
Latent heat of

tusion: 334.16 J g't

Latent hat of vaporization = 2259 J g'l

Specific heat capacity for solid water (ice):2.06 J g-rK-r
Specific heat capacity for liquid water:4.184 J g'r K-r
Specific heat capacity for gaseous water (steam) = 2.02 J g

r

KI

Clearly illustrate the themal processes in a phasc diagram when the ice is
stean.

b.

Calculate the arnount of energy required to co[vert the whole ice into steam.

